MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BIGHORN NO. 8
B I G H OR N C OR R I D O R E N V I R ON M E N T C OM M I T T E E

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic the Bighorn Corridor Environment Committee
Meeting will be held virtually using MICROSOFT TEAMS.
Members of the Public may watch the Live Stream of this meeting on the
MD of Bighorn YouTube Channel

D R A FT M E E T I N G A G E N D A

PAGE
NO.’S
Pg. 1

DATE:

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2021

TIME:

4:00 PM – 7:00 PM

PLACE:

VIRTUALLY- TEAMS

OFFICE FILE NO.:

0105-17-01

1. CALL TO ORDER
a) Election of Chair
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Pg. 5

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

a) September 1, 2021 BCEC Meeting Minutes & Schedules

4. DELEGATIONS
5. BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES
a)

6. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
7. INDUSTRY UPDATES
8. MEMBERS’ ISSUES

(Please Note that Members Issues is not a forum to bring forward complaints. If you have a complaint, please fill out
& submit a complaint form)

9. NEW BUSINESS
a)
b)

Pg. 57
Pg. 59

10. INFORMATION

a) Memorandum re: Matrix Groudwater Study
b) Memorandum re: Jura and Heart Creek work

11. NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, March 2, 2022
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DRAFT
BIGHORN CORRIDOR ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE NOTES
Wednesday, September 1, 2021
4:00 P.M. – held virtually via TEAMS
IN ATTENDANCE:
Name
Ralph Anderson
Jim Bachmann
Mitch Brown
Andrew Calder
Darcy Coombs
Dene Cooper
Michelle Eve
Steve Fitzmorris
Renee Hanif

Organization
Member at Large
Baymag
Member at Large
BVWMC
Member at Large
Chair & Reeve
Member at Large
Member at Large
Baymag

Name
Cliff Hansen
Kevin Hebb
Lana Hill
Amanda Kelly
Mike LoVecchio
Leslie Rea
Paul Ryan
John Thatcher
Niko Veriotes

File: 0105-17-01

Organization
Member at Large
Member at Large
Facilitator
Graymont (dep. 4:18 p.m.)
CPR
Exec. Assistant/Facilitator
Councillor
Graymont
Lafarge-Holcim

STAFF:

Lynda Gale - Recording Secretary
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Cooper called the meeting to order at 4:04 p.m. and welcomed the attendees to the
meeting.

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The agenda was adopted as presented.

3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

MOTION that the minutes from June 2, 2021, be adopted with the following amendment
- c. Baymag, 4th paragraph change ‘burned’ to a berm.
CARRIED
4. DELEGATIONS
There were no delegations present.
5.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
There were no items to discuss.

6. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There were no items to discuss.
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7.
a.

INDUSTRY UPDATES
Lafarge
N. Veriotes presented a slideshow, a copy of which is attached to these minutes as Schedule
‘A’.
Chair Cooper asked about the solar farm and asked if that would be on federal or provincial
land. N. Veriotes said it is on First Nations land.
K. Hebb asked about the timeline for the break-even point for the solar farm. N. Veriotes
said they are still working on the economics of it and said it would take a few years. K. Hebb
asked what result Lafarge was hoping for. N. Veriotes said anything lower than what the
grid is now as electricity prices spike and said if they can shave a bit off that, it would be
ideal. He said it would also have an added benefit of being a zero-source carbon field.
M. LoVecchio told BCEC that CPR added solar power to their headquarters campus in
Calgary last year. He said they covered over the employee parking lot with photovoltaic cells
and said the capital cost is significant and the payback is long-term. He told BCEC that CP
now generates enough power out of those photocells to power their corporate campus and to
sell back into the grid.
P. Ryan said the Bow Valley Waste Management Commission (BVWMC) has information
on solar, as their administration building is covered in solar panels. He said BVWMC
estimated the return on investment as being 16 years, however, the power generation works
out to be about 50% of its rated capability, which turns it into 32 years of return of
investment. He told Lafarge that the lifespan of the solar panels should be considered in the
capital investment.
P. Ryan asked Lafarge about blast times and said he has noticed that times have shifted from
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. N. Veriotes said there were some issues with getting the blast off at
2:30 p.m. N. Veriotes said Lafarge is lowering a ramp that is on the east side of the quarry
so the quarry vehicles will be below the wall and blasting is in that location.
P. Ryan told N. Veriotes that the community had a very informal agreement with Lafarge
that blasts would be at 2:30 p.m. rather than 3:30p.m. P. Ryan said there have been times
where the blast moves towards 3:30, as it relates to Lafarge shift changes, and asked if that
was the issue now or if the changes in blast times were due to unintended events. N. Veriotes
said time changes were due to unintended issues.
P. Ryan asked about fugitive dust and the storage hall doors. He said he lives in line with the
storage hall and said he must clean his windshield every day. N. Veriotes said Lafarge has
been replacing doors. P. Ryan said he is concerned that the doors are not being closed and if
there is an alarm system alerting staff that they have been left open. N. Veriotes said Lafarge
will be installing a monitoring system for that reason. He added that Lafarge will also install
six purple air units that will be put in problem areas as a secondary notification that doors
should be closed. N. Veriotes said Lafarge is going to install an air knife in front of the doors
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as part of the long-term fugitive plan. He said he has also picked up windscreens, which need
to be assessed by the consultant as to their effectiveness and to ensure they are oriented
properly. He said that is part of the 2022 budget. P. Ryan said he likes the idea of an air
knife, to keep the dust in the building.
M. Eve said the fugitive dust management plan is interesting to her and she is curious to see
what happens.
M. Eve said her question is about the Lafarge plant spring newsletter and said there were
some comments from the plant manager, K. Strachan, where she talks about the back
mountain blasting and says Lafarge will only blast if the wind direction is towards Canmore
and that Lafarge will not blast if the wind is towards Exshaw, and that Lafarge will continue
to honour their commitment of not blasting on Sundays or when the winds are higher than
average. M. Eve said she wanted to clarify if that was Lafarge’s policy. N. Veriotes said that
was the policy of the plant. M. Eve said she was confused because she has observed blasting
when the wind has been towards Exshaw. She asked if there were different types of blasts,
like general blasting and back-mountain blasting or if they were all one and the same. N.
Veriotes said when Lafarge blasts, they do both at the same time, unless there is a reason,
they would have it on a separate day, they try to blast once a week. He said there would be
a small blast to bring down the ramp on the back mountain and then the other blast for the
main resource for the kiln. M. Eve asked for clarification that the blasts happen
simultaneously. N. Veriotes said yes. M. Eve said she was at the leaf dump and said there
was wind travelling towards Exshaw and observed the blast plume. She said she has a hard
time understanding why K. Strachan would say such a bold policy, but it doesn’t seem
possible that Lafarge would actually keep that policy. M Eve said Lafarge policy says they
will not blast when the wind is towards Exshaw and yet, sometimes Lafarge would just have
to blast.
Chair Cooper said K. Strachan was called away from this meeting at the last minute and she
should be the one to answer to her statement. M. Eve said she thought N. Veriotes said it is
the Lafarge plant policy. M. Eve said she is confused about Lafarge stating such a generous
policy and then not following up on it. N. Veriotes said he needs to remind the quarry
manager of this policy to ensure it is followed. He said there were incidents where there was
blasting at 3:30 p.m. instead of 2:30 p.m. and there was another instance when they blasted,
and the wind was possibly blowing towards Exshaw. N. Veriotes said K. Strachan would be
in a better position to answer, as she has the authority on this. N. Veriotes said he is trying
to improve things. M. Eve said it is a tough thing to say, as Lafarge is running an operation
and if the wind is blowing the wrong direction, is Lafarge going to put everything on hold
for a day or two? N. Veriotes said the holes cannot be loaded if the wind is blowing. He said
he has noticed in other blasting places is when they drill the holes, they leave all the powder
from drilling the holes, next to the holes. He said it’s like having flour next to the blast, so it
becomes airborne. N. Veriotes said when he worked at the back plant, they didn’t have those
piles, so he is working with the quarry manager to remove those piles and it may require a
skid steer to remove as much fine powder as possible. He said he has also presented another
method to the quarry manager and said he suggested putting water ampules in the blast holes,
but the quarry manager was worried that if they leaked, they would destroy the ampoule.
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N. Veriotes said he is working with Lundin Mining and said they have mines in South
America. He told BCEC that Lundin Mining has a vendor in Calgary that creates a foaming
agent, which he would like to trial at the Exshaw plant.
N. Veriotes said in summary, the quarry manager should be following policy, but also doing
more to mitigate the amount of dust that’s being generated, which is part of the fugitive dust
management plan. N. Veriotes said Lafarge needs to be aware that activities at the plant
impact adjacent residents and they need to do their best to reduce fugitive dust.
M. Eve said she appreciated N. Veriotes comments and what he is doing at the plant.
Chair Cooper said he would bring M. Eve’s concern regarding the wording, to K. Strachan.
b.

Graymont
A. Kelly presented a slideshow, a copy of which is attached to these minutes as Schedule
‘B’.

c.

Baymag
R. Hanif gave a slideshow presentation, a copy of which is attached to these minutes as
Schedule ‘C’.
J. Bachmann presented the Gas Suspension Calciner (GSC) Project Update.
Chair Cooper asked about the Grotto parking lot congestion and said he sees that Parks and
Standish are trying to manage parking. He said he is wondering about the piece of land
between the plant and the highway, west of the turnoff into the plant and before Grotto Creek,
and if there were any inquiries to turn that into parking. J. Bachmann said he had not had
any inquiries. Chair Cooper asked if Baymag would let him know if any inquiries were being
made and he would reciprocate. J. Bachmann said he would.

d.

Bow Valley Waste Management Commission (BVWMC)
A. Calder gave a brief update and said he was sorry he missed the last meeting.
Since the last meeting, they completed the spring cleanup around the landfill. They usually
try to coordinate with Friends of Kananaskis but were not able to do that as the spring
weather thwarted that effort. He said the staff put in 600 – 700 hours for parkland cleanup.
He said cleanup continued over the summer and will keep going until it snows.
A. Calder said the compost screening and blending has been completed and there is plenty
available on-site.
He said they continue to work on reducing fire risk. They did some general housekeeping to
try to reduce the stockpiles of scrub brush and construction wood piles on site and are
regularly processing and hauling that material out through the year to keep the piles at a
manageable size.
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A. Calder said they made sure the firefighting equipment is readied for action and that staff
are trained on how to use it. They had staff drills over the summer.
e.

Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)
M. LoVecchio said he didn’t have an update for the Bow Valley but said he spent the last
seven weeks in BC due to the forest fires. Fire burned about 100 miles of the CP right-ofway (ROW). He noted that fire did not start on their ROW and given the scale of what
happened this year, BC wildfire informed CPR at the outset, that they could not offer CPR
consistent protection of the critical infrastructure, so CPR must undertake it themselves.
M. LoVecchio then shared a presentation, including photos from forest fires in BC and
equipment CPR built and used to help protect their infrastructure.
He told BCEC that since BC Wildfires said they could not help with fire suppression, CPR
designed rail cars that contain firefighting foam and water. He said CPR said one of the early
learning experiences is that one of the considerations is that they often operate in an
evacuation order, so CPR needed an exemption to enter the zone, which is a municipal
mandate, and he said the Thompson-Nicola Regional District, where many of these things
were occurring, had other things to do but issue exemptions. M. LoVecchio said these were
vulnerabilities that CPR had not anticipated.
Chair Cooper added that many places along the CP lines are not accessible by road which
would move response from local to provincial. M. LoVecchio said that is why the fire
suppression cars were designed, as helicopters were at a premium and were assigned to
people’s houses.
K. Hebb said he was recently visiting Golden, BC and said he was stopped at a crossing for
28 minutes. He asked what the general policy was. M. LoVecchio said the Canadian
Operating rule is that a train may not remain stand stationary for more than 5 minutes when
traffic is present. He said the key word is stand and said it only happens with one train per
day and is a train from Calgary that must reverse into the yard, which has a slower movement
than normal. K. Hebb said there was a ten-minute span where there was no movement. M.
LoVecchio said he would pass the information on.
S. Fitzgerald asked about events in the trainyard on July 24, 2021. Chair Cooper said it may
have been a derailment near the water tank. S. Fitzmorris said it was across from the second
entrance to Lafarge in the train yard, not on the mainline. M. LoVecchio said there was a
one-car derailment but couldn’t remember the reason. He said there were no injuries and no
damage to any other infrastructure. S. Fitzmorris asked if the cars were empty. M. LoVecchio
said he thought it was an engine. S. Fitzmorris said there were five cars involved. Chair
Cooper said the community is watching. M. LoVecchio said he reminds his train masters
that residents are watching.
P. Ryan said a community concern was what was in the train cars and would appreciate an
update.
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8. MEMBERS ISSUES
D. Coombs said he had one issue regarding Lac des Arcs having fires on either side. He said
communication is very important in letting people know what to do and what is happening.
He said he wanted to make a note that communication needs to be handled better. Chair
Cooper said he has a note from the Dead Man’s Flats Community Association (DMFCA)
with similar concerns that is being addressed by Administration. He said there will be a
professional debriefing between all the agencies that attended the fires. He said the first fire
was within ID No. 5 and that response was from the Alberta government. The second fire
was within the Town of Canmore that is primarily a TOC incident command but moved to
provincial as it had to be fought from the air. He said at no time was the MD the primary in
either fire responses. The MD was secondary and getting information was difficult. Chair
Cooper said he realizes people were genuinely insecure and he said if the MD can tell people
more directly, they should.
P. Ryan said he is the president of the gun club and said he heard about the fire from a
resident of DMF. He said he had a call from the only communications he had were from the
lease-site manager at the gun range, who happened to be there. P. Ryan said the fire started
on the acceleration ramp to Highway 1. He said he knew someone standing near the Incident
Commander where the cigarette butt was found. P. Ryan said there was a lack of
communication and said the MD was not a first responder and the information would not
have been posted on the MD’s Civic Alert.
M. Brown added to the previous conversation and said residents were very impressed with
the speed with which the fire was responded to. He said he recognized right away that it was
a multi-jurisdictional situation, given that George Biggy Road is the division line of where
the Town of Canmore, Alberta Parks and the MD of Bighorn. Residents of DMF are
appreciative of how quickly the fire was attacked. M. Brown said communication was an
issue.
M. Brown said further to the letter, the DMFCA has created a committee for fire and safety
and are looking at multi-pronged duties that they will be approaching the MD with. He said
he would like to clarify that if nothing else, from an educational point of view is some
definitions of the types of fire and what control is underway. He said he also would like to
know the difference between evacuation standby and evacuation notice etc. He said it was
quite confusing on what was happening with the status of the fire and what residents’
concerns were regarding the evacuation status. M. Brown said the committee would like to
work with the MD and any other jurisdictions involved to educate people in River’s Bend.
He said the development is fully occupied and would like to know how to make their
community safer.
M. Brown told BCEC that the DMFCA is also concerned about equipment and said first
responders were looking to them for equipment and all they could offer was a used fire hose
that is used to flood the hockey rink, with no nozzle. He said the DMFCA would be
approaching the MD to work together on communication and educational programs.
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Chair Cooper said the fire was spotted in the early afternoon, which gave the aerial attack
personnel enough time to get on site and to drop loads before dark. He said since the fire was
reported right way, fire fighters were able to get ahead of it enough by night, so it did not
continue to terrorize residents.
K. Hebb said since Lafarge started blasting on the last phase, he can confirm that the noise
and vibration level has increased, but he doesn’t see how that can be changed. N. Veriotes
said he would check with the quarry manager.
P. Ryan gave a brief update on the Southern Alberta Energy from Waste Association
(SAEWA). He said they posted a request for Expressions of Interest for energy from waste
technology vendors and said they have had 31 companies pay to download the information.
The SAEWA engineers said they have never seen such an interest in a project. Thanks to
BVWMA for paying for the Town of Banff, Town of Canmore and the MD of Bighorn’s
membership dues to SAEWA.
9. NEW BUSINESS
a) Chair Cooper gave an update on the Jura Creek and said it should be substantially complete
by fall 2021. He said they are beginning to place the small rock on the basin with the bigger
rocks to follow.
b) Chair Cooper gave an update on Heart Creek and said contractors came across a rock about
the size of a house and said it may have to be blasted or buried. He said the project should
be done by the end of the year.
c) Chair Cooper gave a brief update on the municipal evacuation plan and said an expert has
been working on it for several months and the plan will be complete within the month and
will include the entire MD.
10. INFORMATION
a) Hydrology Graphs for Upper Bow River
b) Jura Creek Debris Flood Mitigation – Golder Response to BGC Engineering Inc. Third
Party Review
11 NEXT MEETINGS
2021 regular meetings are scheduled for:
- December 1, 2021, 4:00 p.m.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 5:27 p.m.

___________________________
CHAIRPERSON

____________________________
SECRETARY
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Schedule
A
B
C

Description
Lafarge Presentation
Graymont Presentation
Baymag Presentation
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MEMORANDUM
DATE: November 25, 2021
TO:

BCEC

FROM: R. Ellis, C.A.O.
RE:

Exshaw Groundwater Study

•

Matrix has been gathering all recent well data from McElhanney (wells in Exshaw and the Exshaw
Mountain Gate property) and Golder (vibrating wire piezometers from two wells near Exshaw Creek
and three wells at Jura Creek).

•

Matrix field staff were in Exshaw on November 24th to start the installations of monitoring well
pressure transducer equipment.

•

Data collection will continue for eight months from December thru to August.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE: November 25, 2021
TO:

BCEC

FROM: R. Ellis, CAO
RE:

Heart Creek and Jura Creek Project Updates

Jura Creek
• Upstream of Highway 1A: work continues on the debris boom, maintenance access ramps,
installation of ACB anchors and armoring of the channel and sediment basin.
•

There is roughly 2 weeks of work remaining to achieve Substantial Completion at Jura

•

The remaining concrete work will be deferred until 2022 when temperatures are better
suited for concrete curing.

Below are some photos of the ACB installation at Jura Creek during the week of November 15th
The ACB mats are placed on top of geotextile which in turn is placed on top of small diameter
crushed rock.
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Heart Creek
• The contractor is focusing on completion of the critical flow areas around the concrete
outlet structure.
•

The berm is complete on both the east and west sides of the concrete structure, which
means that both Highway 1 and Lac Des Arcs are now protected from a heavy spring
runoff.

•

The berms around the concrete outlet structure will be armoured with grouted rip-rap
which will increase protection up to the design event (1 in 300 years).

•

The grouted rip-rap is unlikely to be completed this year since it is very difficult to keep the
grout between the rocks properly heated for proper curing.

•

The remaining work on Heart Creek will be deferred until 2022.

Below is a photo of the outlet structure looking South form the TransCanada Highway
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